The evolution of plasmid stability: Are infectious transmission and compensatory evolution competing evolutionary trajectories?
Conjugative plasmids are widespread and play an important role in bacterial evolution by accelerating adaptation through horizontal gene transfer. However, explaining the long-term stability of plasmids remains challenging because segregational loss and the costs of plasmid carriage should drive the loss of plasmids though purifying selection. Theoretical and experimental studies suggest two key evolutionary routes to plasmid stability: First, the evolution of high conjugation rates would allow plasmids to survive through horizontal transmission as infectious agents, and second, compensatory evolution to ameliorate the cost of plasmid carriage can weaken purifying selection against plasmids. How these two evolutionary strategies for plasmid stability interact is unclear. Here, we summarise the literature on the evolution of plasmid stability and then use individual based modelling to investigate the evolutionary interplay between the evolution of plasmid conjugation rate and cost amelioration. We find that, individually, both strategies promote plasmid stability, and that they act together to increase the likelihood of plasmid survival. However, due to the inherent costs of increasing conjugation rate, particularly where conjugation is unlikely to be successful, our model predicts that amelioration is the more likely long-term solution to evolving stable bacteria-plasmid associations. Our model therefore suggests that bacteria-plasmid relationships should evolve towards lower plasmid costs that may forestall the evolution of highly conjugative, 'infectious' plasmids.